Resolution of Appreciation and Sympathy for Erling T. Johansen

The Local Boundary Commission would like to thank the late Erling T. Johansen for his work on behalf of the commission. Mr. Johansen served as the assistant attorney general for the commission from December 1, 2009 to October 15, 2014. The commissioners appreciate his wise counsel and fine lawyerly skills. He brought a practical knowledge of municipal law from his years serving as the Mayor of Cordova and as legal counsel for the North Slope Borough. We fondly remember his fine qualities as a person. Mr. Johansen also served ably as the Royal Norwegian Honorary Consul for the State of Alaska for many years.

The commission extends its sympathy to his entire family. The commissioners know that the family’s pain will not soon pass, but hope that the enduring positive legacy that Erling left on the world will sustain them through these difficult times.